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Start Here

We’ve all been there. After a long presentation about the article you’re studying, 

your teacher finally poses a question to all 30 students in your class, “So everyone, 

what’s the contention?”. Rather than the lively back and forth dialogue you know 

your teacher desperately wants to initiate, all she’s met with is deafening silence 

from all 30 students (yes, including you). After a few more lingering prompts, 

“Come on, surely someone has an idea!”, and no response from the dead crowd, she 

quietly accepts that no one in the classroom is going to answer her question, and in 

that instant, an unspoken change in dynamic between teacher and student occurs.



Your teacher starts pacing the room, like a predator (1), looking for her victim. You 

switch from zombie mode into flight mode - you know that she’s no longer asking 

for volunteers. She scans around the room and as her gaze slowly inches towards 

you in the back right hand corner of the room, you silently shrink in your seat 

hoping your non-existent chameleon skills will camouflage you into the grey chair 

pressing against your back. Your eyes jump down to your notes and your eyebrows 

furrow, pretending to read something as though you’re pondering deeply about her 

question. “Please, please don’t pick me” you think to yourself. You feel the tension in 

your neck, the clench of your jaw and that odd thing only you know you do when 

you’re on edge - the “nervous butt wiggle” as you’ve coined it - where you jiggle 

your left and right butt, as though each butt cheek is playing a fiery game of tennis.



Sound familiar? You’re not alone. I’ll be the first to admit that I was this student for 

the majority of my high school life. I hated being put on the spot, and I hated 

speaking publicly in front of my classmates. That’s why when I learnt that our first 

SAC of Year 12 was the Oral Presentation, I defaulted into panic mode.
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I was someone who wouldn’t be caught dead joining the debating team, nor would 

you find me in drama class as a lead role either (backstage was where you’d find me 

baby). I had a dilemma on my hands. I’d already decided that Year 12 was going to 

be my year. I had set the goal to achieve As in all my SACs (I was not naive to how 

challenging this feat would be) and I wasn’t going to let the Oral Presentation SAC 

start me off on the wrong foot.



So, from panic mode into working-off-my-ass mode I went. Over the course of the 

leading weeks up until my SAC, I developed my own strategies and study habits to 

nail my final product in front of the classroom. And guess what? I achieved full 

marks and topped the class. All from a girl who had always said to herself ‘I’m not a 

public speaker’.



Those strategies I used were simple, but they worked. And that’s what I’m here to 

share with you in this ebook. I’m proud to say that I’ve helped several of my 

personal private tutoring students achieve full marks in their Oral Presentations too - 

no matter what school they attended. Some of these students were extroverted and 

flourished in front of a crowd, while others were shy with naturally timid voices. I’ve 

worked with all of them to do more than what they thought they were capable of.



The Oral Presentation is now one of my favourite parts of the VCE English syllabus, 

and with the tips I have for you, I’m willing to place a bet that I can change your 

mind about it too. Let’s begin.



(1) If you’re a teacher reading this ebook, I’m just kidding. Thank you for being one 

of my biggest supporters. I’ll be eternally grateful that you use my resources and 

share my material with your students. Thank you again for letting me be a part of 

your teaching and classroom.



- Lisa Tran
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Lay the right foundations - what’s 
expected of you in this SAC

Start Here

Lay the right foundations - what’s 
expected of you in this SAC

Start Here

I’ve read the VCAA (1) English study design so that you don’t have to - you’re 

welcome! Here are the main takeaways you need to know:



Your Oral Presentation SAC has two components. The first is the Oral Presentation 

itself (“a point of view presented in oral form”), and the second is a Written 

Explanation (2), also known as Statement of Intention. We will cover both in this 

ebook.



Your selected topic needs to be an issue that has appeared in the media since 1 

September of the previous year (for example, if you’re an evolved human-species 

reading this ebook in 2089, you’ll need to find an issue that has been in the media 

after September 1st, 2087. If your issue appeared in the media before September 1st 

2087, that’s fine too).



Your aim of this entire Oral Presentation SAC is to persuade your audience to agree 

with your contention (whatever that may be) based off the issue you’ve selected.



Here’s the raw version of VCAA’s expectations from you, taken from the VCAA 

website:
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Thus, from start to finish, you should think of your Oral Presentation SAC as having 

4 pillars you’ll need to check off:



Pillar 1: Choosing A ‘WOW’ Topic And Contention


Pillar 2: Writing The ‘I’m-Going-To-Blow-You-Away’ Speech


Pillar 3: Presenting The ‘I’m-Blowing-You-Away-Right-Now’ Speech


Pillar 4: Writing The Written Explanation (3)



Think of each pillar has a strong foundation upon which you’ll stand when it comes 

time to present your speech. Each pillar needs to hold itself up, meaning that you 

need to ensure that you put in your best effort at all steps. If one pillar is weaker 

than the others, your overall foundation won’t be as strong, and this will show in 

your final product - the Oral Presentation itself. For example, if you rush through 

Pillar 1: Choosing a ‘WOW’ topic and contention, you might miss coming up with an 

unique contention because you don’t know your topic well enough, and this will 

mean that no matter how strong your other 3 pillars are, your idea just isn’t as good 

as it could be. On the flip side, if you spend a long time working on Pillar 1: Choosing 

a ‘WOW’ topic and contention and Pillar 2: Writing the ‘I’m-going-to-blow-you-away’ 

speech but don’t leave enough practise time for Pillar 3: Presenting the 

‘I’m-blowing-you-away-right-now’ speech, then your performance might leave much 

to be desired.



That’s why you should leave yourself ample time to get started on your Oral 

Presentation SAC. I suggest that you start preparing at least 3 weeks before your 

SAC. Ideally, you start 1 month before your SAC so you don’t feel rushed, especially 

when you're balancing at least 4 other subjects and their SACs. And if your SAC is 

next week…let’s get moving.



(1) If you’re not studying the Victorian Certificate of Education, not a problem. You 

can skip this section. The information in all other parts of this ebook are relevant 

and helpful for anyone in any year level doing an Oral Presentation for school.
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(2) For the sake of consistency in this ebook, we’ll stick with Written Explanation. 

“Written Explanation” is synonymous with “Statement of Intention”.



(3) Don’t worry about this if you’re not studying the Victorian Certificate of 

Education. Your teacher may require you to hand in something similar to a Written 

Explanation, or something totally different (or no extra component at all)! Check 

with your teacher.



The LSG criteria that will ensure you 
find an interesting topic

Pillar 1: Choosing a ‘WOW’ 
Topic And Contention

Let’s recall the main takeaways mentioned in the previous chapter:



• Your Oral Presentation SAC has two components. The first is the Oral Presentation 

itself (“a point of view presented in oral form”), and the second is a Written 

Explanation, also known as Statement of Intention. We will cover both in this ebook.



• Your selected topic needs to be an issue that has appeared in the media since 1 

September of the previous year (for example, if you’re an evolved human-species 

reading this ebook in 2089, you’ll need to find an issue that has been in the media 

after September 1st, 2087. If your issue appeared in the media before September 1st 

2087, that’s fine too).



• Your aim of this entire Oral Presentation SAC is to persuade your audience to 

agree with your contention (whatever that may be) based off the issue you’ve 

selected.
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Step 1: Select a topic that has appeared in the media since 1 
September of the previous year (from the second dot point 
above)
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“Your selected topic needs to be an issue that has appeared in the 

media since 1 September of the previous year (for example, if you’re 

an evolved human-species reading this ebook in 2089, you’ll need to 

find an issue that has been in the media after September 1st, 2087. If 

your issue appeared in the media before September 1st 2087, that’s 

fine too).”

Getting started on this first part can be tricky, especially if you want to choose 

something a bit more original or fresh. 



In any case, the first thing you need is an event. An event in the VCE English 

context is anything that happens which also generates opinionated media 

coverage—so, it’s not just an event but it has to be an event that people have 

published opinions about, and they have to have been published since September 

1. 



You might wonder why we don’t go to the issue straight away. Here’s a 

hypothetical to illustrate: if you asked me to name an issue, the best I could 

probably come up with off the top of my head is climate change. However, if you 

asked me to name an event, I’d pretty easily recall the Australian 

bushfires—something much more concrete which a) has generated specific and 

passionate opinions in the media; and b) can easily be linked to a wider issue such 

as climate change. 



So where do you find an event? If you can’t think of a particularly interesting one 

right away, you could always try Wikipedia. Seriously, Wikipedia very helpfully has 

pages of things that happened in specific years in specific countries, so “2019 in 

Australia” might well be a starting point. The ABC news archive is also really helpful
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since you can pick dates or periods of time and see a good mix of news events 

from then. 



I wouldn’t underestimate your own memory here either. Maybe you attended the 

School Strike for Climate and/or you feel vaguely disappointed in the government. 

Maybe there was something else happening in the news you remember (even 

though it is often about the environment these days). It doesn’t have to be from the 

news though—maybe there was a movie or TV show you watched recently that you 

have thoughts about. You could really do a speech on any of these, as long as you 

suspect there might be recent, opinionated media coverage. 



Only once you have an event should you look for an issue. This will be a specific 

debate that comes out of the event, and can usually be framed as a 

“whether-or-not” question. The bushfires, for example, might generate debate 

around whether or not the Australian government is doing enough to combat 

climate change, whether or not Scott Morrison has fulfilled his duties as Prime 

Minister, whether or not it’s appropriate to discuss policy already when people are 

still grieving. All of these issues are going to be more current and more focused 

than just ‘climate change’, so pick one that resonates for your speech. In the next 

couple of sections, I’ll offer you a list of 2019-20 issue-debate breakdowns (i.e. 

topic ideas!).



Most importantly, choose an event/issue that is interesting for you. You’re the one 

who’s going to deal most intimately with this event/issue - you’ll have to research 

multiple sources, come up with a contention and arguments, write the essay, 

present the essay - so make it easier for yourself because you’re going to be 

spending a lot of time completing all these steps. Besides, an inherently interesting 

topic means that you’ll showcase your opinions in an authentic way, which is 

incredibly important when it comes to presentation time.



Step 2: Filter out the boring events/issues
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“Your aim of this entire Oral Presentation SAC is to persuade your 

audience to agree with your contention (whatever that may be) based 

off the issue you’ve selected.”

Next, you’ll need use this test to see whether or not your topic will stand up to the 

test of being ‘interesting’ enough for your audience. My first question to you is: 

who is your audience?



Is it your classroom and teacher? Is it a handful of teachers? If you don’t know, stop 

right now and find out. Only continue to the next question once you’re 100% 

certain of your audience.



Once you know who your audience is, ask yourself: Does this event and issue 

relate to my audience?



This question matters because “your aim of this entire Oral Presentation SAC is to 

persuade your audience to agree with your contention (whatever that may be) 

based off the issue you’ve selected.” This means that what you say to your audience 

and how they respond to your speech matters. Even if your assessor isn’t counting 

exactly how many people are still listening to your speech at the end, everyone 

knows a powerful speech when they’re in the presence of one - it hooks the 

audience from start to end - and an assessor, consciously or subconsciously, 

cannot deny that the collective attentiveness of the room has an influence on their 

marking of your Oral Presentation.



That’s why you should choose a topic that your audience can relate to. This is just 

my personal opinion, but I don’t find a speech on the Adani Coalmine (broad issue 

= climate change) as interesting and engaging as School Strike For The Climate 

(broad issue = climate change). That’s not to say that I’m for or against the Adani 

Coalmine, but I know that if I’m speaking to a crowd of 17-18 years olds, the School 
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Strike For The Climate would be a better choice because it’s going to hit a lot 

closer to home (1) (perhaps some of those in your audience - including yourself - 

have attended one of those strikes).



To extrapolate this idea further, I try to avoid topics that have too many unfamiliar 

words for my audience. For example, I recall one year when one of my students 

decided to take a stance on pain medications and that they should be restricted to 

only over-the-counter in pharmacies. Have I lost you already with the 

‘over-the-counter’? Yeah, I have no doubt that some of you are unfamiliar with that 

word (don’t stress, I didn’t know it either when I was in school). On top of this 

phrase, she used words like ‘Schedule A’, ‘Pharmaceuticals Benefits Scheme’, 

‘Medicare rebate’, ‘opioids', ‘subsidised’, and other words that aren’t part of the usual 

vocabulary of her audience. I’d take heed because in order to captivate the 

audience’s attention, they need to understand what you’re talking about. As soon 

as there’s something they don’t understand, it becomes much harder for them to 

follow your speech, and before you know it, Sarah, the class sleeper is taking her 

afternoon snooze and the others are struggling to keep their eyes open! Having 

said all that, if you have an equivalent jargon-heavy topic like pain medications that 

really does interest you, then go for it. Just bear in mind that you’ll need to explain 

any new vocabulary during your speech to keep your audience’s attention (we’ll 

discuss how you can do this in Pillar 2: Writing The ‘I’m-Going-To-Blow-You-Away’ 

Speech).

(1) Unless you’re a Queensland student, in which case the Adani Coalmine is 

literally a lot closer to home.



Research (where to look, including 
overlooked and unconventional 

sources)
Now that you’ve got your event and issue, we want to delve deeper by looking at 

the different viewpoints on the event, and you’d do this mostly by reading opinion 

or analysis articles (rather than hard news reports which are more fact-based). 

Opinion articles are great to see what other people are thinking, and could help 

you bolster or reinforce your own arguments, whereas analysis articles are good to 

get a little deeper into the implications of and evidence behind the issue. Your 

formulation of your contention comes last — even though you might already have 

an idea what you think about the issue, you’ll be best prepared to articulate it after 

doing the research first.



So where should you look?

Opinion articles


An opinion article is written from one person’s point of view on the issue.



Free options:


The Age


ABC


The Conversation


The Guardian



Paid options:


The Australian
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Herald Sun



Unfortunately these two newspapers restrict access to their articles unless 

you’re subscribed to their articles. I don’t think it’s necessary for you to fork out 

any extra money over the SAC (thank you for purchasing this ebook!). You 

already have plenty of other resources to find great articles.

Analysis Articles


An analysis article doesn’t offer an opinion, but offers information (such as data) 

about the issue.



SBS


The Age


ABC


The Conversation


The Guardia


The Australian (paid option)


Herald Sun (paid option)



Slightly unconventional places



Q&A by ABC


Each week ABC hosts the show Q&A. Q&A according to ABC, “is a chance to 

ask questions, challenge power and share your views. We tweet other people’s 

opinions to inspire questions, not express our own views.”
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Cats vs. Invisible Wall 

The Project by Channel 10


The Project is an Australian news-current affairs with a humourous-talk-show 

twist. With 4 hosts on the panel, you’re bound to hear varying opinions on a 

certain topic.



YouTube


I’m sure you know of the YouTube rabbit hole, where you start off watching one 

video and then somehow 2 hours later, you’re watching cats trying to charge 

through a glad wrap wall. However, if we’re smart about it, we can use the 

YouTube algorithm to our advantage. Start by typing in your event, and see what 

videos (such as news coverage) come up. From there, see what other videos 

related to your event come up in the suggested section. You might be surprised 

with what you come up with.



Reddit


If you're into it.



Good luck!



P.S Here's the because I know you want to watch it.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_IA-8nQ4FY&feature=emb_title


Use this as a launch pad - our list of 
sample 2020 topics

first brought before the United States Congress by Alexandria 

Ocasio-Cortez in late 2018

To help you along your way, Mark (one of my awesome LSG tutors) has compiled a 

list of potential topics that have been in the media since September 1st, last year.



Each heading represents a broad, ongoing issue, and under it are more specific 

debates within each issue. Rather than simply selecting ‘climate change’ as a topic, 

drill down further into the topic and choose a specific debate within that broad 

topic. Opting for the precise debate route with your topic selection can make your 

speech a lot more engaging and current, so pick a broad issue that speaks to you, 

and ‘zoom in’ on a debate for your speech.



Of course, this is only a launch pad of ideas, so you're welcome to explore other 

options too.



CLIMATE CHANGE


Green New Deal


Originally, the “New Deal” was a bunch of economic reforms that restimulated the 

economy back into action after the Great Depression. The “Green New Deal” is a 

bunch of policies that combines this economic approach with the need to fight the 

climate crisis. It was 

, but was ultimately voted down. It called for a 10-year 
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https://www.commondreams.org/news/2018/11/07/saving-planet-green-new-deal-proves-popular-climate-hawks-celebrate-midterm
https://www.commondreams.org/news/2018/11/07/saving-planet-green-new-deal-proves-popular-climate-hawks-celebrate-midterm


“Australia Needs a Green New Deal” (3/Nov/2019)


“What could an Australian Green New Deal look like” (28/Nov/2019)


“Why the Green New Deal matters” (video; 29/Nov/2019)


“Let’s make the 2020s the decade that Australia gets its mojo back” (4/Jan/2020)



School Strike for the Climate

transformation of the economy to provide green jobs, transition to renewable, 

zero-emission energy sources and eliminate pollution across sectors such as 

manufacturing, agriculture and transport.



Is this something that we need to adopt in Australia? Is now the best time for that 

conversation, given the political climate (not to mention the actual climate of the 

worst bushfire season in history)? And what exactly are the options?



Young people on strike


2019 saw the emergence of the , an international 

movement of students skipping school to demonstrate and demand action on 

climate change. It took off after Greta Thunberg, a Swedish schoolgirl, began 

protesting outside the Swedish parliament in late 2018.



It sparked widespread discussion on young people, education and the merits of 

striking. Scott Morrison was drawn into the discussion, stating that he doesn’t “want 

our children to have anxieties about these issues”, while defending his 

government’s track record on renewable energy investment.
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https://www.jacobinmag.com/2019/11/australia-green-new-deal-climate-change
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_strike_for_the_climate
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/sep/25/morrison-responds-to-greta-thunberg-speech-by-warning-children-against-needless-climate-anxiety


“Global climate strike sees ‘hundreds of thousands’ of Australians rally” (video; 

20/Sep/2019)


“The climate strike organiser who received a near-perfect ATAR” (18/Dec/2019)


“How Greta Thunberg’s school strike went global: a look back” (podcast; 

30/Dec/2019)



most severe bushfire season

staying there even after stating his intention to return.

“ScoMo, where the bloody hell are you?” (20/Dec/2019)

So—should young people be worrying about these issues at all? Are they missing 

out on crucial years of education by taking to the streets? And is what they’re 

saying really unreasonable at all?



To Prime Minister or not to Prime Minister


Australia is already facing its  yet with several months 

of fire season left to go. During these months, Scott Morrison took a holiday in 

Hawaii,  Even as he returned, 

he was shunned for perceived insensitivity and insincerity.



What should a Prime Minister do in a state of national emergency? While Morrison 

delegated much of the duties to state premiers, are these distinctions important in 

times of crisis? And is he the leader we deserve after his resounding, miraculous 

election victory in 2019? Where to from here?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBOgM7z29sA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBOgM7z29sA
https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/parenting/school-life/the-climate-strike-organiser-who-received-a-nearperfect-atar/news-story/d0be57ffa775c35ef8a3eb1946b5f5ff
https://www.theguardian.com/news/audio/2019/dec/31/how-greta-thunberg-school-strike-went-global-a-look-back-podcast
https://www.theguardian.com/news/audio/2019/dec/31/how-greta-thunberg-school-strike-went-global-a-look-back-podcast
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2020/01/04/record-shattering-heat-strong-winds-cause-australias-bush-fire-crisis-escalate/
https://www.news.com.au/technology/online/photo-emerges-of-scott-morrison-holidaying-in-hawaii-before-he-announces-decision-to-return-to-australia/news-story/101aafa60250d92d3cc69c32f839d571
https://www.newser.com/story/284621/australian-pm-apologizes-over-hawaii-vacation.html


Emissions trading scheme (ETS)


An ETS basically makes carbon gas emissions an economic good that gets bought 

and sold like any other—corporations that emit more gas will need to now purchase 

permission to emit, while corporations that emit less will be able to sell their 

permits. The debate for an ETS in Australia is old (surprisingly perhaps, 

) but 

became political poison after Julia Gillard introduced it despite promising that her 

government wouldn’t introduce a carbon tax in the 2010 election. It has since been 

scrapped, making Australia the only government in the world to ever dismantle an 

operational ETS.



A decade later, is it now the right time to revisit this discussion? Just why are so 

many people opposed to policy that would stop corporations from emitting for 

free? And what does this mean for our international reputation and commitments?



“Don’t dismiss our anger in Cobargo Scott Morrison, we are the ones living through 

a crisis” (2/Jan/2020)


“Scott Morrison, Australia’s singed prime minister” (3/Jan/2020)


“‘Bloodcurdling insanity’: real reason Scomo is under fire” (4/Jan/2020)



John 

Howard first broached the idea towards the end of his Prime Ministership

“One of the world’s biggest emitters is trying to fly under the radar at Cop25” 

(6/Dec/2019)


“For 10 years, Australia has been in a climate-policy abyss” (7/Dec/2019
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https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jan/03/dont-dismiss-our-anger-in-cobargo-scott-morrison-we-are-the-ones-living-through-a-crisis
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https://www.news.com.au/technology/environment/climate-change/bloodcurdling-insanity-real-reason-scomo-is-under-fire/news-story/ed82d72f4aea8ff5ee11664626c3fa22
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2007-07-17/howard-announces-emissions-trading-system/2505080
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2007-07-17/howard-announces-emissions-trading-system/2505080
https://www.climatechangenews.com/2019/12/06/one-worlds-biggest-emitters-trying-fly-radar-cop25/
https://www.climatechangenews.com/2019/12/06/one-worlds-biggest-emitters-trying-fly-radar-cop25/
https://www.lifehacker.com.au/2019/12/for-10-years-australia-has-been-in-a-climate-policy-abyss/


SOCIAL EQUITY


Homophobia in sport


So this is nothing particularly new, but it’s unfortunately still present even as we 

move into 2020. Should sports stars be penalised for their opinions when they’re 

exclusionary and harmful, or should we respect them for their sporting prowess? 

Maybe this speaks more broadly to the standards we expect sporting stars or 

public figures in general to set as role models…



Lizzo


Bear with me on this one—while she isn’t specifically a ‘social equity’ debate, Lizzo’s 

emergence as a breakout singer of 2019 intersects with a lot of social equity 

movements, from body positivity and feminism to racial justice and 

self-empowerment. Her upcoming shows in Australia sold out in minutes, which 

speaks to her newfound popularity as a global star.

“‘Not moving fast enough’: former head of Scott Morrison’s department criticises 

climate change policies” (18/Dec/2019)



“Israel Folau: Australian rugby star condemned for linking bushfires to ‘sinful’ 

homosexuality” (18/Nov/2019)


“Marcus Stoinis fined $7,500 for homophobic slur during Big Bash League” 

(4/Jan/2020)
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“Lizzo taps into the real meaning of freedom in 2019” (7/Oct/2019)


“Lizzo, pop’s reigning phenomenon, brings her juice to Australia” (5/Jan/2020)



Serena Williams and Novak Djokovic have clashed over

“AFLW pay dispute is over” (28/Oct/2019)

What is it about Lizzo that resonates with so many people? What and who does she 

represent? And is the new decade also a watershed moment for diversity in 

entertainment?



Gender wage gap in sport


Again, this one isn’t too new, but a fresh wave of activism for equal pay in sport was 

sparked this year by Megan Rapinoe, the captain of the US women’s national 

soccer team (which won the World Cup in 2019). She, her team and the men’s 

team sued the national soccer federation for gender discrimination and other 

countries, Australia included, followed suit.



Why does the wage gap exist and what are the reasons for closing it? Is a 

preference for the men’s game enough to justify paying women less (despite the 

fact that preferences like this are usually rooted in misogyny and are subjective 

anyway)? And how does this translate between different sports such as soccer, 

AFLW and tennis (where  

this before)?
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Newstart


Newstart is Australia’s income support for those aged 22 to 64 who are 

unemployed. Though a form of social security, it’s fallen behind in terms of how 

much economic security it can provide recently, with 

(that is, increases which offset inflation—basically things are getting more 

expensive and even if Newstart increases, it doesn’t give you more purchasing 

power in reality).



Is it finally time to increase Newstart? There was some discussion around the 

holiday season being particularly expensive, but should an increase be permanent? 

How hard is it to get a job in today’s economy? And are the payments enough to 

live on if you can’t find a job?



“Matildas become first women’s team in world football to be paid the same as 

men’s team” (video; 5/Nov/2019)


“Australia’s women footballers get equal pay in landmark deal” (6/Nov/2019)


“‘We have to be better’: Megan Rapinoe and the year of victory and advocacy” 

(18/Dec/2019



years of no real increases 

“Morrison government defends Newstart amid criticism it is among lowest welfare 

payments in OECD” (8/Oct/2019)


“Report highlights social crisis confronting Australian youth on welfare” 

(14/Dec/2019)
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First Nations justice


“Voice” was the  in 

the context of Indigenous representation in the Australian parliament. A Voice to 

Parliament would enshrine Indigenous input into laws and policies on issues 

affecting First Nations communities, and has been called for by activists for some 

time now.



How does this tie into/is this distinct from other issues such as constitutional 

recognition? Why haven’t we seen a lot of progress or consensus on these issues? 

And what might it mean for those communities to be able to make autonomous 

decisions?



“Survey finds two-thirds of Australians back a Newstart Christmas boost” 

(22/Dec/2019)


“The economic case for increasing Newstart” (1/Jan/2020)



Australian National Dictionary Centre’s word of the year in 2019,

“There’s a 60,000-year-old way to help stop Australia burning” (16/Dec/2019)


“‘I feel unchained’: Mauboy adds her voice to Indigenous recognition campaign” 

(29/Dec/2019)


“The Voice to Parliament isn’t a new idea – Indigenous activists called for it nearly a 

century ago” (2/Jan/2020)


“‘It can be more controversial’: Costello warns on constitutional recognition for 

Indigenous Australians” (2/Jan/2020)

First Nations justice


“Voice” was the  in 

the context of Indigenous representation in the Australian parliament. A Voice to 

Parliament would enshrine Indigenous input into laws and policies on issues 

affecting First Nations communities, and has been called for by activists for some 

time now.



How does this tie into/is this distinct from other issues such as constitutional 

recognition? Why haven’t we seen a lot of progress or consensus on these issues? 

And what might it mean for those communities to be able to make autonomous 

decisions?



“Survey finds two-thirds of Australians back a Newstart Christmas boost” 

(22/Dec/2019)


“The economic case for increasing Newstart” (1/Jan/2020)



Australian National Dictionary Centre’s word of the year in 2019,

“There’s a 60,000-year-old way to help stop Australia burning” (16/Dec/2019)


“‘I feel unchained’: Mauboy adds her voice to Indigenous recognition campaign” 

(29/Dec/2019)


“The Voice to Parliament isn’t a new idea – Indigenous activists called for it nearly a 

century ago” (2/Jan/2020)


“‘It can be more controversial’: Costello warns on constitutional recognition for 

Indigenous Australians” (2/Jan/2020)
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turning away many 

reasons as to why.



“Three charts on teachers’ pay in Australia: it starts out OK, but goes downhill pretty 

quickly” (2/Sep/2019)


“The epic failure at the root of Australia’s maths problem” (6/Dec/2019)


“Why male teachers are disappearing from Australian schools” (12/Dec/2019)


“A new voice for class teachers” (30/Dec/2019)



EDUCATION


Teaching as a decreasingly popular profession


Australian teachers have been struggling with increasingly difficult jobs and 

flat-lining pay in recent years, and teachers’ unions haven’t been able to 

successfully find a solution to offset these concerns. Tertiary students are now 

from pursuing a career in education, and there could be 

What does this mean for the future of Australian education? In what ways do you as 

a student feel the impacts? And what could be some solutions—perhaps both from 

a teacher’s point of view but also from a student-centric viewpoint?



Australia falling behind


Unfortunately, Australian students have been falling behind many of their global 

counterparts in terms of educational outcomes—we even hit our worst ever results 

in the OECD’s international student assessment in 2018.
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“Murri School students experience social and emotional benefits from six-day 

nature camp” (13/Oct/2019 — a bit of a reach, but an interesting read about 

education outside of the traditional classroom)


“No need to panic – we can fix Australian schools. But to rush the reform is to ruin 

it” (8/Dec/2019)


“Coalition to review Australian education curriculum in bid to reverse fall in student 

results” (11/Dec/2019)


“Aboriginal English recognition in schools critical for improving student outcomes 

for Indigenous Australians” (21/Dec/2019)


“We love to criticise the United States, but guess what? Their public schools are 

better than ours” (4/Jan/2019)



 ACT has recently legalised recreational cannabis

What does this mean in an increasingly globalised world and is there a way to turn 

this around? How might a student perspective on this be unique from that of a 

politician, for example, or another stakeholder? And is education an isolated issue, 

or should we be looking at more holistic solutions that incorporate health-related, 

economic and/or social solutions as well?



HEALTH


Drugs!


This is another one of those long-running debates, though it’s on the table again as 

the . This goes against federal law, 

which still bans the possession and use of weed, and makes Canberra the first 
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this piece 

“Nation’s capital legalises cannabis for personal use” (video; 25/Sep/2019)


“Peter Dutton: government may overturn ‘dangerous’ ACT decision to legalise 

legalise cannabis” (25/Sep/2019)


“Australia could be the first country to legalise ecstasy – are we going too far?” 

(3/Oct/2019)


“Canberra women with endometriosis are medicating with cannabis, but legalising 

the drug might not help” (28/Dec/2019)



climate grief climate

burnout

Australian jurisdiction to decriminalise it. Canberra has also led the way on issues 

such as same-sex marriage, legalising it as early as 2013 (four years before the rest 

of the nation would follow suit).



Discussion about other drugs such as ecstasy has also been raised as a result, and 

might be an interesting read on why different drugs have different legal 

statuses.



Still, is legalising pot the way to go considering how other Western democracies 

are already moving in this direction? Is it even a harmful drug at all? And what 

about the others, such as ecstasy? Or even alcohol, for that matter?



Climate grief


This is an interesting and pretty recent phenomenon —  or  

 are new terms that have come into existence to describe the mental health
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“Australian farmers muddled in mental health crisis” (26/Sep/2019; a good read on 

how climate issues intersect with economic issues as well)


“Australian town breaks record for mental health awareness following devastating 

flood” (16/Dec/2019)


“Australian bushfires could lead to a mental health crisis, expert warns” 

(3/Jan/2020)



A report 

government investment

impacts of the climate crisis. In particular, it describes the frustration and despair 

that people may feel as a result, given that progress on reducing carbon emissions 

is frighteningly slow and natural disasters are becoming more frequent and 

devastating at the same time.



What is your take on it and who’s feeling it? Do you have to be affected by 

disasters, or can it also affect young people who feel pessimistic about the future of 

the planet? And what could be some strategies for overcoming it? What is the 

importance of seeing climate through a health lens and how might it inspire 

activism or change?



Mental health


2019 saw some other new developments in the conversation around mental health 

in Australia. found that mental health concerns are getting more 

widespread among young people, while  doesn’t really 

seem to be effective. 
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Paul Merson Stan Collymore

“Mental health issues increasing among young Australians” (30/Sep/2019)


“Push to get wellbeing counsellors into schools as mental health bill costs Australia 

billions” (31/Oct/2019)


“What’s driving poor mental health among young Australians? We asked them” 

(20/Nov/2019)


“Kevin Roberts: Cricket Australia committed to better understanding mental health” 

(14/Dec/2019)


“People with mental illness less likely to get cancer screening” (3/Jan/2020)

Meanwhile, we’re also seeing progress on destigmatising mental health issues 

within sport—overseas, athletes such as  and  have 

shared stories of their battles, while Cricket Australia looks into ways of creating 

more supportive environments for their players.



How can we streamline the message around mental health, or the relevant support 

networks? What solutions haven’t we tried yet, and how might the discussion 

around this shift in the next decade? What are the implications if we don’t address 

thse issues?



Note that this can be a sensitive issue which may cause distress to some people.
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“Why NSW is still fighting about abortions” (17/Sep/2019)


“Controversial abortion bill passes NSW Upper House after long-haul debate” 

(25/Sep/2019)


“Abortion is now legal in NSW after controversial bill passes Lower House” 

(26/Sep/2019)


“NSW abortion law: doctors say last-minute changes ‘unnecessary’ but 

manageable” (26/Sep/2019)

Abortions in NSW


NSW recently legalised abortions for pregnancies shorter than 22 weeks after one 

of the longest debates in their state Upper House. While the choice versus life 

debate has raged around the world for decades now (i.e. maybe don’t do a 

pro-choice speech that people will have heard before, and probably don’t do a 

pro-life speech in 2020), what is the landscape of the debate like in our day and 

age?



Who opposes it and why? What is the problem with making health issues criminal 

issues instead (e.g. drug policy as well)? And what other issues might be linked into 

this? Can someone who is pro-life also support tougher border restrictions that 

lead to refugee deaths at sea, for example?



Note that this can be a sensitive issue which may cause distress to some people.
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Rated 5 stars across all students
*****


	•	How to choose a ‘WOW’ topic 
and contention


	•	How to write and present an 
A+ Oral Presentation using 
persuasive language techniques


	•	Sample A+ Orals (with 
annotations)


 • All written by Lisa Tran who 
achieved perfect marks in her 
Year 12 Oral Presentation SAC 
and has repeated her success 
with dozens of her personal 
students over the past 10 years

 

How To Write A Killer Oral Presentation includes:

Order this ebook to unlock the 
remaining chapters!

Click here to 

order now and get instant access online - $25

Sign up and access online on our ereader platform when you purchase. Ebook not available in PDF or hard copy formats.

Comes with a 30-day money back guarantee!

 Julian



With Lisa’s essay structure strategy, I was 
able to stand out from the rest of my class 
who were all using the same structure. It 

got me full marks in my SAC!

Michelle



I get so nervous before orals but with this 
guide I was able to get an 19/20 in my oral! 
Thank you for boosting my confidence! If I 

can do it, anyone can with this guide! 
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